
 In the restaurant management world, there is no front of house position more glamorous or coveted than 
the beverage manager. Sure, the General Manager is the head honcho, the person in power but, the beverage 
manager gets to have all the fun. While other managers are assigned to order small wares or train a new group of 
servers or food runners, the beverage manager usually spends part of their day tasting wines, beers or spirits with 
salespeople, creating cocktails and talking to guests and staff about wines. For many beverage managers, the effort 
stops there. The best beverage managers, however, understand that to truly run a successful beverage program they 
need to devote a significant amount of their time to the business side of running their program.  What does the 
business side of a beverage program look like?  

 
Regular Inventories - Physical inventories that are completed at regular intervals give you valuable insight 

into two very important areas.  
Shrinkage- Your usage should match your sales, if it does not, there is an issue that requires 

immediate attention. Some possible reasons for shrinkage could be theft, poor recipe adherence, 
breakage or items that did not get rung in.  

Inventory Turnover- Beverage Inventory can be extremely expensive to maintain depending on the 
size of your wine list and back bar. It is important to monitor which items are moving and which 
are not. Any items not moving should be either removed and sold off or should become a focus 
for the staff to push. There is no point investing in inventory that only sits on the shelf and 
collects dust.  

Controlling and Adjusting Pars - This should be monitored weekly and adjusted based on business demand. 
Inventory is money but, it is also your money maker.  Just as you do not want too much money sitting in 
storage on the shelves you also do not want to run out of an item throughout the week. Any time you need 
to tell a guest that the restaurant is out of something on the list, it is a negative experience for the guest.  

 
Creating and Adjusting Pricing Structures - Product costs from distributers can fluctuate greatly from 

month to month. It is important to monitor these changes to ensure proper list pricing, so your business 
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can maximize their margin and cost percentages.  
 
Organizing and Stocking Inventory - A disorganized storage space leaves room for many errors in service 

and product management. When a storage space is disorganized, it can take longer to find an item for a 
guest. It also may lead you to believe that you are out of an item that is in fact in inventory. The chaos 
will certainly add to the time it takes to produce a thorough inventory of product. 

 
Maintaining the Wine List - Your wine list should always be current and edited, this means that all vintages 

are listed correctly, prices are listed correctly and match what is in the POS, items are correctly spelled, 
and thetemplate is maintained i.e. fonts and layout are consistent.  

 
Monitoring Staff Compliance to Recipes and Pour Sizes - This point is paramount. One rogue bartender 

can wreak havoc on a beverage programs profitability. One simple example is pouring glasses of wine. If 
a restaurant typically sells 300 glasses of wine a week and the bartender consistently overpours each glass 
of wine by ½ ounce, they will essentially have ‘given away’ around six bottles of wine each week. When 
you apply this exercise to martinis and other cocktails, the profit loss really begins to add up. 

 
What does the floor side of a beverage program look like? 
 

Wine, Beer and Spirit Selection -This should always be done professionally and with the theme of the 
restaurant and the guest in mind. All too often, lists are written based on what the beverage manager likes 
to drink. This is an ego driven approach and typically does not translate into sales. Things to consider 
when selecting items are; check average of the restaurant, theme of the restaurant, culinary highlights and 
demographic of the clientele.  

 
Wine, Beer and Spirit Training - Effective training should be a daily task in a restaurant. The staff should be 

trained on at least one beverage item every day. Without proper training, much of the beverage program 
will go unsold. This is due to the wait staff’s comfort level, servers and bartenders typically recommend 
items they are familiar with, if they are not familiar with the full program, many parts will go unsold. 

 
Assisting Guests and Staff with Selections - Ultimately, the beverage manager is the in house expert on the 

program. They are the person that touches every bottle every single week. It is important that they make 
themselves a knowledgeable and accessible resource to the staff and guests for any beverage question. 

 
When the “floor side” and the business side” of being a beverage manager are not given equal attention, profits not 
only are not being maximized, they are walking out the door. 

Angelica Sbai, a Certified Sommelier (CS) and a Certified Specialist of Wine (CSW), is the Beverage Consultant 
for Money in the Mix.  She can be reached at 330-242-2433 or angelicasbai@gmail.com. 
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